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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the following problem:
&2u=K( y) u2*&1 y # RN
{u>0, y # RN (1.1)u  0, as | y|  +,
where 2*=2N(N&2), and N3.
Problem (1.1) comes from the prescribed scalar curvature problem on
SN. Indeed, after stereographic projection to the equatorial plane of S N, the
prescribed scalar curvature problem on SN changes to problem (1.1).
There are many works on the scalar curvature Eq. (1.1). See for example
[4, 6, 7, 1218]. Except [4], the existence results in [6, 7, 1218] for (1.1)
were obtained under some symmetry assumptions on the coefficient K( y).
The aim of this paper is to construct infinitely many solutions for (1.1)
under the condition that K( y) has a sequence of strictly local maximum
points moving to infinity. Basically speaking, the solutions we construct in
this paper concentrate at two local maximum points of K( y), whose distance
is very large. Before we state the main results of this paper, we introduce
some notation. For any x # RN, * # R+ we set
Ux, * ( y)=[N(N&2)] (N&2)4
*(N&2)2
(1+*2 | y&x| 2) (N&2)2
.
For xj=(xj1 , ..., xjN) # RN, * j # R+, j=1, ..., k, let
Ex, *, k={v # D1, 2(RN ) : (Uxj , *j , v) =
Uxj , *j
*j
, v=
Uxj , *j
xji
, v=0= ,
(1.2)
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for j=1, ..., k, i=1, ..., N, where D1, 2(RN) is the completion of the space
C0 (R
N) with respect to norm
&u&=(u, u) 12, (u, v)=\|RN Du Dv+
12
Now we state the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Assume K( y) satisfies the following conditions:
(K1) K( y) is a bounded continuous function in RN;
(K2) K( y) has a sequence of strictly local maximum point zj # RN such
that |zj |  + and in a small neighbourhood of each zj , there are constants
Kj>0 and ;j # (N&2, N ) such that
K( y)=Kj&Qj ( y&zj)+R j ( y&zj), y # B{(zj), (1.3)
where Kj , j=1, ..., satisfies K0KjK $0 for some constants K$0K0>0,
Qj ( y) satisfies
a0 | y| ;jQj ( y)a1 | y|;j, j=1, ...,
for some constants a1a0>0 independent of j, and Rj ( y) satisfies
Rj ( y)=O( | y|;j+_) for some _>0 independent of j.
Then for each small $>0 and zj1 , we can find another strictly local maxi-
mum point zj2 , such that (1.1) has a solution of the form
u= :
2
i=1
:iUxji , *ji+v, (1.4)
where (:, x, *, v) satisfies v # Ex, *, 2 , x=(x j1 , x j2) , *=(* j1 , *j2) , and
&v&$, |zj1&zj2 |
1
$
, (1.5)
|:i&K(zji)
&(N&2)4|$, |xji&zji |$, * ji
1
$
, i=1, 2. (1.6)
Using the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we are able to
deduce the following perturbation result:
Theorem 1.2. Let K( y) be a bounded continuous function in RN. Then
for any =>0, x0 # RN satisfying K( y)’>0 for all y # B=(x0), $>0, and
any two different points z1 , z2 # B=(x0), we can find another continuous
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function K=( y) satisfying |K=&K |L(RN )= and K=( y)=K( y) in RN"B=(x0),
such that the perturbed problem
&2u=K=( y) u2*&1 y # RN
{u>0, y # RN (1.7)u  0, as | y|  +
has a solution of the form
u= :
2
j=1
:jUxj , *j+v, (1.8)
where (:, x, *, v) satisfies v # Ex, *, 2 , x=(x1 , x2), *=(*1 , *2), &v&$, and
|:j&K(zj)&(N&2)4|$, |xj&zj |$, *j
1
$
, j=1, 2.
Suppose that N=3, for a nondegenerate strictly local maximum point zj
with K(zj)>0; that is, zj is a strictly local maximum point such that
the matrix D2K(zj) is invertible. We have an expansion (1.3) in a
neighbourhood of zj with ; j=2. The following theorem shows that in the
case N=3, the nondegeneracy assumption can be slightly weakened and
solutions concentrating on k different local maximum points can also be
constructed for (1.1).
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that N=3 and k2 is a fixed integer. Assume
K( y) satisfies the following conditions:
(K1) K( y) is a bounded continuous function in R3;
(K$2) K( y) has a sequence of strictly local maximum points zj # R3
such that in a small neighbourhood of each zj , K( y) is C2, _ for some
_ # (0, 1] and a0K(zj)a1 , &a12K(zj)&a0<0, j=1, 2, ..., for some
a1a0>0. Moreover, for any small {>0, there is an ’=’({)>0 such
that K(zj)&K( y)’, \y # B{(zj), j=1, ..., . Furthermore, for any L>0 and
zj1 , there always exists zj2 , ..., zjk such that min i{h |zjh&zji |L and
maxi{h |zjh&zji |mini{h |z jh&zji |C, where C>0 is a constant.
Then for each small $>0 and zj1 , we can find other k&1 strictly local
maximum points zj2 , ..., zjk , such that (1.1) has a solution of the form
u= :
k
i=1
:iUxji , *ji+v, (1.9)
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where (:, x, *, v) satisfies v # Ex, *, k , x=(x ji , ..., xjk), *=(*j1 , ..., *jk), and
&v&$, |zjh&zji |
1
$
, \h{i, (1.10)
|:i&K(zji)
&14|$, |x ji&zji |$, *ji
1
$
, i=1, ..., k. (1.11)
Using the result in Theorem 1.3, we can get the following perturbation
result for the case N=3.
Theorem 1.4. Let N=3 and let K( y) be a bounded continuous function
in R3. Then for any =>0, x0 # R3 satisfying K( y)’>0 for all y # B=(x0),
$>0, and any k2 different points z1 , ..., zk # B=(x0), we can find another
continuous function K=( y) satisfying |K=&K | L(R3)= and K=( y)=K( y) in
R3"B=(x0), such that (1.7) has a solution of the form
u= :
k
j=1
:jUxj , *j+v, (1.12)
where (:, x, *, v) satisfies v # Ex, *, k , x=(x1 , ..., xk), *=(*1 , ..., *k), &v&$,
and
|:j&K(zj)&14|$, |x j&zj |$, *j
1
$
, j=1, ..., k.
It is easy to see that if (1.1) has a solution, K( y) must be positive some-
where in RN. On the other hand, it follows from the Pohozaev indentity
that if (DK( y), y&x) does not change sign, (1.1) has no solution which
decays at the infinity at rate | y|&(N&2). So to guarantee the existence of a
solution for (1.1), some conditions on K( y), such as that K( y) has at least
two local maximum points, are needed. In [4], Bianchi established the
existence of at least one solution for (1.1). Among other conditions, he
assumed that K( y) has a finite number of isolated critical points and has
at least two local maximum points. In [19], existence results are obtained
under the assumption that the global maximum set is not contractible in
a small neighbourhood of itself. Unlike the solutions constructed in this
paper, the solutions constructed in [4, 19] do not concentrate on some
points. We mention here that some kind of flatness condition must be
imposed on each local maximum point in order to get the result in
Theorem 1.1, at least for the case N6. See Remark 2.3 in the next section.
The result in [5] also suggests that some kind of flatness near the maxi-
mum point of K is needed to get the existence of one solution for (1.1).
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In a series of papers [1215], Li discussed problem (1.1) under the
assumption that K( y) is periodic in at least one variable; that is, there is
a positive constant T, such that K( y1+lT, y2 , ..., yN)=K( y1 , y2 , ..., yN)
for any integer l and y # RN. In this case, if K( y) has a strictly local
maximum point z1 , K( y) will have a sequence of local maximum points zj
with |zj |  + as j  +. The solutions we constructed in this paper,
roughly speaking, concentrate at k different points, and in Theorems 1.1
and 1.3 the distance between different concentration points is very large,
while in Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 the distance between different concentration
points is fixed but K( y) is very steep on the concentration points. From the
proofs of the main theorems of this paper, we can see that the interaction
between two approximated solutions concentrated at two different local
maximum points z1 and z2 of K( y) with either |z1&z2 | large enough, or
K( y) being very steep at zj , j=1, 2, plays the key role in the construction
of the solutions for (1.1).
Let c be the mountain pass value corresponding to problem (1.1); that
is,
c=
1
N
SN2
maxRN K( y) (N&2)2
,
where S is the best Sobolev constant of the embedding D1, 2(RN) 
L2*(RN). The main theorem in [12, 13] claims that if K( y) is periodic in
at least one variable, then under certain conditions, for any :>0,
sup [ |u|L : u satisfies (1.1), cI(u)c+:, or 2c&:I(u)2c+:]=+,
where
I(u)=
1
2 |RN |Du|
2&
1
2* |RN K( y) |u|
2*, u # D1, 2(RN).
A consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that we just need to assume that K( y) has
a sequence of global maximum points moving to infinity in order to prove
sup[ |u|L: u satisfies (1.1), 2c&:I(u)2c+:]=+.
In the next section, we will prove that if K( y) is periodic in all variables
and 2K(x)<&c0<0 for all global maximum points x of K, then
sup[ |u|L: u satisfies (1.1), cI(u)c+:, ]=+
will not occur. See Proposition 2.2.
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We define
J(:, x, *, v)=I \ :
k
j=1
:j Uxj , *j+v+ , \ (:, x, *, v) # M$ , (1.13)
where
M$={(:, x, *, v): (x, *) # D$ , v # Ex, *, k , :
k
j=1 }:j&
1
K(zj) (N&2)4}+&v&$= ,
(1.14)
D$={(x, *): xj # B$(zj), *j1$ , j=1, ..., k= . (1.15)
Denote
=ij=\
1
*i
* j
+
* j
*i
+* i* j |xi&xj |2+
(N&2)2
, i{ j.
Using Proposition 7 in [2], we can deduce in a similar way as in the
proof of Proposition 3 in [20] that for $>0 small,
u= :
k
j=1
:jUxj , *j+v
is a positive critical point of I(u) if and only if (:, x, *, v) # M$ is a critical
point of J(:, x, *, v) in M$ . Finally, it follows from the Lagrange multiplier
theorem that (:, x, *, v) # M$ is a critical point of J(:, x, *, v) in the
manifold M$ if and only if there are constants Aj , Bj , and Gij , such that
J
:j
=0,
J
xij
=Bj 
2Uxj , *j
*j xij
, v+ :
N
h=1
Ghj 
2Uxj , *j
xhj x ij
, v ,
J
*j
=Bj 
2Uxj , *j
*2j
, v+ :
N
h=1
Ghj 
2Uxj , *j
xhj * j
, v,
J
v
= :
k
j=1
A jUxj , *j+ :
k
j=1
Bj
Uxj , *j
*j
+ :
k
j=1
:
N
h=1
Ghj
Uxj , *j
xhj
,
for j=1, ..., k and i=1, ..., N.
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As in [1, 3, 20], we first reduce the problem of finding a solution for
(1.1) to that of finding a critical point for a function defined in a finite
dimensional domain. Then we use a minimization procedure to solve the
latter problem. This idea has been used in [9, 10, 21] to get some existence
results for some perturbation problems of (1.1).
The main results will be proved in Section 2. All the basic estimates
needed in the proofs of the main theorems are presented in the Appendixes.
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
First, we need the following proposition which enable us to reduce the
original problem to a finite-dimensional problem.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that (K2) holds. There is $0>0, such that for
each $ # (0, $0] and (x, *) # D$ , there exists a unique (:(x, *), v(x, *)) #
Rk_Ex, *, k , such that (1.16) and (1.19) are satisfied and the following
estimate holds,
:
k
j=1 } : j&
1
K(x j) (N&2)4 } +&v&=O \ :
k
j=1 \ |x j&zj |
;j+
1
*;jj ++ :i{ j =
12+{
ij + ,
(2.1)
where {>0 is a constant. Moreover, the function (x, *)  (:(x, *), v(x, *)) is
C1.
Proof. Let |=(: , v) # Rk_Ex, *, k , : :=(: 1 , ..., : k), : j=:j&1K(xj)(N&2)4,
j=1, ..., k. Let
J*(x, *, |)=: J(:, x, *, v), | # Rk_Ex, *, k (2.2)
Hx, *, k= :
k
j=1
1
K(xj) (N&2)4
Uxj , *j . (2.3)
In order to get the existence part, we just need to find a |(x, *) #
Rk_Ex, *, k such that DJ*(x, *, |)=0 for each fixed (x, *), where D stands
for the derivative with respect to |. In fact, it follows from the Lagrange
multiplier theorem that a critical point | of J* in Rk_Ex, *, k for fixed
(x, *) satisfies (1.16) and (1.19) for some constants Aj , Bj , and Ghj .
As in (3.11) of [20], we expand J*(x, *, |) at |=0,
J*(x, *, |)=J*(x, *, 0)+( f *, |)+ 12 (Q*|, |)+R*(|), (2.4)
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where f * # Rk_Ex, *, k satisfies
( f *, |) =&|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x, *, k v
+ :
k
j=1 \(Hx, *, k , Uxj , *j )&|RN K( y) H
2*&1
x, *, k Uxj , *j+ : j , (2.5)
Q* is a linear map from Rk_Ex, *, k to Rk_Ex, *, k satisfying
(Q*|, |) = :
k
i, j=1 \(Uxi , *i , Uxj , *j )
&(2*&1) |
RN
K( y) H 2*&2x, *, k Uxi , *i Uxj , *j+ : i: j
+&v&2&(2*&1) |
RN
K( y) H 2*&2x, *, k v
2
+2 :
k
j=1
(2*&1) : j |
RN
K( y) H 2*&2x, *, k Uxj , *j v, (2.6)
and R*(|) is the higher order terms satisfing
D(i )R*(|)=O(&|&2+%&i) , i=0, 1, 2, (2.7)
where %>0 is a constant. Consequently, DJ*=0 is equivalent to
f *+Q*|+DR*(|)=0. (2.8)
As in [8], it is not difficult to check that if $>0 is small enough, then for
each (x, *) # D$ , Q* is invertible and there is a C>0, independent of (x, *),
such that &(Q*)&1&C. So by the implicit function theorem, similar to the
proof of Proposition 4 of [20], we can prove that there is a C1-map
|(x, *) satisfying (2.8). Moreover,
&|&C & f *&. (2.9)
It is easy to see that (2.1) follows from (2.9), Lemma A.2, and
Lemma B.2. K
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Without loss of generality, we assume zj1=z1
and z2 is another local maximum point of K( y) with l=: |z2&z1 | large
enough. Define
L1=l (N&2) ;2 (;1;2&(;1+;2 )(N&2)2), (2.10)
L2=l (N&2) ;1 (;1;2&(;2+;1 )(N&2)2), (2.11)
where ;j , j=1, 2, is the constant in (K2).
Let (:(x, *), v(x, *)) be the map obtained in Proposition 2.1 in the case
k=2. We now consider the problem
inf[J(:(x, *), x, *, v(x, *)) : (x, *) # D$ , 2] , (2.12)
where
D$, 2=[(x, *) : (x, *) # D$ , *j # [#1Lj , #2 Lj], j=1, 2],
#1>0 is a small constant and #2>0 is a large constant, both of which are
to be determined later. Then problem (2.12) has a minimizer (x , * ) # D$, 2 .
We will prove that there is a $0>0, such that for each $ # (0, $0] we can
find a l0>0 such that if l=: |z1&z2 |>l0 , the mininizer (x , * ) of (2.12)
satisfies
* j # (#1Lj , #2 Lj ) , j=1, 2, (2.13)
|x j&zj | 12 $. (2.14)
So if l=|z2&z1 | is large enough, (x , * ) is an interior point of D$, 2 and
thus a critical point of J(:(x, *), x, *, v(x, *)).
Let
:0=\ 1K(x1) (N&2)4 ,
1
K(x2) (N&2)4+ .
By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma A.1, we see that for any (x, *) # D$, 2 , we
have
J(:(x, *), x, *, v(x, *))=J*(x, *, |)
=J*(x, *, 0)+O(& f *& &|&+&|&2)
=J*(x, *, 0)+O(&|&2)
=J(:0 , x, *, 0)
+O\ :
2
j=1
( |xj&zj |2;j+
1
*2;jj
+=1+2{12 +
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= :
2
j=1
I \ 1K(xj)(N&2)4 Uxj , *j+
&
D=12
K(x1) (N&2)4 K(x2) (N&2)4
+O \ :
2
j=1 \ |x j&zj |
2;j+
1
*2;jj
+=1+2{12 + , (2.15)
where D>0 is a positive constant independent of l.
On the other hand, we have
I (K(xj)&(N&2)4 Uxj , *j )
=\12
1
K(xj) (N&2)2
&
1
2*
K(zj)
K(xj)N2+ A
+
1
2*K(xj)N2 |RN Qj ( y&z j) U
2*
xj , *j
+O\\ |xj&zj | ;j+_+ 1* ;j+_j ++
=\12
1
K(xj) (N&2)2
&
1
2*
K (zj)
K(xj)N2+ A
+
1
2*K(xj)N2 |RN Qj\
y
*j
+xj&zj+ U 2*
+O \\ |x j&zj | ;j+_+ 1* ;j+_j ++ , (2.16)
where A=RN U 2*=RN |DU |2. Thus,
I (K(zj)&(N&2)4 Uzj , *j )=
1
NK(zj) (N&2)2
A+
1
2*K(zj)N2 |RN Q j \
y
* j+ U 2*
+O \ 1*;j+_j +

1
NK(zj) (N&2)2
A+
C
*;jj
+O \ 1*;j+_j + (2.17)
Step 1. We claim that |x j&zj | C*j .
Since * j # [#1Lj , #2 Lj], j=1, 2, we have
(1* ;jj ), =12=O(l
&(N&2) ;1;2 (;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2) ), j=1, 2.
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From
J(:(x , * ), x , * , v(x , * ))J(:(z, * ), z, * , v(z, * )),
we get
:
2
j=1 \
1
2
1
K(x j) (N&2)2
&
1
2*
K(zj)
K(x j)N2+ A
+ :
2
j=1
1
2*K(x j)N2 |RN Qj \
y
* j
+x j&zj+ U2*
 :
2
j=1
1
NK(zj) (N&2)2
A+ :
2
j=1
C
*;jj
+
D=12
K(x 1) (N&2)4 K(x 2) (N&2)4
&
D=12
K(z1) (N&2)4K(z2) (N&2)4
+O \ :
2
j=1 \ |x j&zj |
2;j+
1
*2;jj ++=1+2{12 +
 :
2
j=1
1
NK(zj) (N&2)2
A+ :
2
j=1
C
*;jj
+
D=12
K(x 1) (N&2)4 K(x 2) (N&2)4
+O \ :
2
j=1 \ |x j&zj |
2;j+
1
*2;jj ++=1+2{12 + . (2.18)
But
1
2
1
K(x j) (N&2)2
&
1
2*
K(zj)
K(x j)N2
=
1
NK(zj) (N&2)2
+O\ :
2
j=1
|K(x j)&K(zj)| 2+
=
1
NK(zj) (N&2)2
+O\ :
2
j=1
|x j&z j |2;j+ , (2.19)
Qj\ y* j +x j&zj +a0 }
y
*j
+x j&zj }
;j
(2.20)
a 0 |x j&zj | ;j&C
| y| ;j
* ;jj
.
Inserting (2.19) and (2.20) into (2.18), we are led to
:
2
j=1
|x j&zj | ;jO\ :
2
j=1 \ |x j&zj |
2;j+
1
*;jj ++=12+ ,
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which implies
|x j&zj |=O\\ :
2
i=1
1
*;ii
+=12+
1;j
+
=O (l&((N&2) ;1;2 (;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2))(1;j))=O \ 1*j+ .
So the claim follows.
Step 2. We claim that * j # (#1 Lj , #2Lj), j=1, 2.
Denote * j=t jLj , j=1, 2. Since ;j>N&2, we can choose (t01 , t02) # R2
with t0, j>0 large enough such that
:
2
j=1
c$
t;j0 j
&
D
t (N&2)201 t
(N&2)2
02 K(z1)
(N&2)4 K(z2) (N&2)4
<&c0<0.
Let *0j=t0jLj , j=1, 2. Then
J(:(z, *0), z, *0 , v (z, *0))
 :
2
j=1
1
NK(zj) (N&2)2
A&c$0 l&2(N&2) ;1;2 (2;1 ;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)), (2.21)
for some constant c$0>0. But
J(:(x , * ), x , * , v(x , * ))
 :
2
j=1 \
1
2
1
K(x j) (N&2)2
&
1
2*
K(zj)
K(x j)N2+ A
+ :
2
j=1
1
2*K(x j)N2
a0
* ;jj
|
RN
| y+* j (x j&zj)| ;j U2*
&
D=12
K(x 1) (N&2)4 K(x 2) (N&2)4
+O \ :
2
j=1
1
* ;j+_j
+=1+2{12 + .
Since |* j (x j&zj)|C, we see that there is a constant c0>0, such that
|
RN
| y+* j (x j&zj)| ;j U 2*c0 .
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As a result,
J(:(x , * ), x , * , v(x , * ))
 :
2
j=1
1
NK(zj)(N&2)2
A+c" :
2
j=1
1
* ;jj
&
D=12
K(x 1) (N&2)4K(x 2) (N&2)4
+O \ :
2
j=1
1
* ;j+_j
+=1+2{12 + . (2.22)
Combining J(:(x , * ), x , * , v(x , * ))J(:(z, *0), z, *0 , v(z, *0)), (2.21), and
(2.22), we get
c" :
2
j=1
1
* ;jj
&
D=12
K(x 1) (N&2)4 K(x 2) (N&2)4
&c$0 l&2(N&2) ;1 ;2 (2;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)). (2.23)
Suppose that * 1=#1 L1=#1 l (N&2) ;2 ( ;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2). Then
=12=
1+o(1)
(* 1* 2 |x 1&x 2 |2) (N&2)2
=
1+o(1)
#(N&2)21 t
(N&2)2
2
l&(N&2) ;1;2  (;1 ;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2)

1+o(1)
#N&21
l&(N&2) ;1;2 ( ;1 ;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2).
Thus
LHS of (2.23)\ c"#;11 &
C
#N&21 + l&(N&2) ;1;2  (;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2).
Since ;1>N&2, we can choose #1>0 small enough, depending only on c"
and C, so that c"#;11 &C#
N&2
1 c*>0. As a result,
LHS of (2.23)c*l&(N&2) ;1;2  (;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2),
This is a contradiction to (2.23).
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Suppose that * 1=#2 L1=#2 l(N&2) ;2 (;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2). Then
=12=
1+o(1)
(* 1 * 2 |x 1&x 2 |2) (N&2)2)
=
1+o (1)
# (N&2)22 t
(N&2)2
2
l&(N&2) ;1;2  (;1;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2)

1+o(1)
# (N&2)22 #
(N&2)2
1
l&(N&2) ;1;2  (;1 ;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2).
Thus,
LHS of (2.23)&c$=12
&c$0
1+o(1)
# (N&2)22 #
(N&2)2
1
l&(N&2) ;1;2 (;1 ;2&(;1+;2)(N&2)2).
In view of c$0(1+o(1))(# (N&2)22 #
(N&2)2
1 )  0 as #2  +, we can also get
a contradiction if we choose #2>0 large enough, depending on #1 . Since
the same argument can be applied to * 2 , we see the claim follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 Choose {>0 small enough such that B2{ (z1) &
B2{ (z2)=<. Fix a constant ; # (N&2, N ). Define
K=( y)={
K( y),
K(z j)&
1
’;
| y&zj | ;,
if y # RN> .
2
j=1
B2’{(zj),
if y # B’{(zj), j=1, 2,
where ’>0 is a small constant. Then for y # B’{(z j), if {>0 is small
enough, we have
|K=( y)&K( y)||K( y)&K(zj) |+{ ;C{<=. (2.24)
So we can extand K= continuously into 2j=1 (B2’{ (zj)"B’{(zj)) in such a
way that (2.24) holds in 2j=1 (B2’{(zj)" B’{(zj)) .
Consider the following problem:
&2u=K=( y) u2*&1, y # RN,
{u>0, y # RN, (2.25)u  0, as | y|  +.
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Let w=’(N&2)2u(’y). Then
&2w=K =*( y) w2*&1, y # RN,
{w>0, y # RN, (2.26)w  0, as | y|  +,
where K =*( y)=K=(’y).
In (2.26), K =*( y) has two strictly local maximum points, zj*=zj ’,
j=1, 2, and |z1*&z2* |=|z1&z2 |’. Moreover,
K =*( y)=K =*(zj*)&| y&zj* | ;, y # B{(z j*).
So arguing as in Theorem 1.1, we conclude that for any $>0, we can
choose a small number ’>0, such that (2.26) has a solution of the form
w= :
2
j=1
: jUx*j , **j +v*,
where v* # Ex*, **, 2 , and for j=1, 2, |:j&1K =*(zj*)(N&2)4 |$, |xj*&zj* |$,
1
*j* 
1
$ , &v*&$.
As a result, we see that (2.25) has a solution of the form
u= :
2
j=1
:j Uxj , *j+v,
where v=’&(N&2)4v*( y’) , x j=’x j* and *j=*j* ’. It is easy to check that
u is a solution with the desired properties.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 We divide the proof of Theorem 1.3 into four
steps.
Step 1. Similar to Proposition 2.1, we see that there is a C1-map
(:(x, *), v(x, *)): D$  Rk_D1, 2(RN) such that v(x, *) # Ex, *, k and (1.16)
and (1.19) hold. Moreover, by Lemmas A.4 and B.3, we have
:
k
j=1 } : j&
1
K(xj)14 } +&v&=O \ :
k
j=1 \
|DK (xj)|
* j
+
1
*2j ++ .
Step 2. Consider the problem
inf [J(:(x, *), x, *, v(x, *)) : (x, *) # D$, k], (2.27)
where D$, k=[(x, *) : (x, *) # D$ , *j # [#1 l, #2 l]], l=mini{ j |zi&zj |, and
#2#1>0 are two constants to be determined later. Then problem (2.27)
has a minimizer (x , * ).
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Step 3. We have x j # B$ (zj) if l=mini{ j |zi&zj | is large enough.
It follows from Step 1 and Lemma A.3 that for any (x, *) # D$, k ,
J(:(x, *), x, *, v(x, *))
=I(Hx, *, k )+O \ :
k
j=1 \
|DK (x j)| 2
*2j
+
1
*4j ++
=
1
3
:
k
j=1
1
K(xj)12
A& :
k
j=1
B2K(xj)
*2j
& :
i{ j
D=ij
K(x i)14 K(xj)14
+O \ :
k
i=1 \
|DK(x j)|2
*2j
+
1
*2+_i
+ :
i{ j
=1+{ij + . (2.28)
From J(:(x , * ), x , * , v(x , * ))J(:(z, * ), z, * , v(z, * )) and (2.28), we deduce
0 :
k
j=1 \
1
K(x j)12
&
1
K(zj)12+ :
k
j=1
C
* 2j
+C :
i{ j
=ij ,
which implies
0K(zj)&K(x j)  0. (2.29)
Suppose that x j # B$(zj). By assumption (K $2), we have K(zj)&K(x j)
’($)>0. This is a contradiction to (2.29). So we have proved that
x j # B$ (zj) if l is large enough.
Step 4. We claim that * j # (#1 l, #2 l ) if #1 is small enough and #2 is
large enough.
First, we consider the function
f (+)=&B :
k
j=1
2K (xj) +8j &D :
i{ j
aij +2i +
2
j
K(xi)14 K(xj)14
,
where aij= l|xi&xj | . It is easy to see that f (+) has a global minimizer
+*=(+1* , ..., +k*) in Rk. Now we prove that there are constants b2>b1>0
such that b1|+ j* |b2 for any global minimizer +* of f (+) and j=1, ..., k.
From f (+)  + as |+ |  +, we get |+*|b2 for some constant b2 .
On the other hand, we have minR k f (+)<&c$<0 and f (+)  0 as |+ |  0.
Thus we deduce |+*|b$1>0. But
&2B 2K (xj) + j*6=D :
k
i=1
i{j
aij+ j*2
K(xi)14 K(xj )14
. (2.30)
Thus, if |+j* | is small for some j, then (2.30) implies that |+ j* | is also small
for i=1, ..., k. This is a contradiction.
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From the above discussion, we know that
&B :
k
j=1
2K (xj)
1
t2j
&D :
i{ j
aij
K(xi)14 K(xj)14 t12i t
12
j
(2.31)
has a global minimum point t*=(t1*, ..., tk*) and any global minimum
point t*=(t1* , ..., tk*) of the function defined in (2.31) satisfies b$2 >
tj*>b$1>0, j=1, ..., k, for some constants b$2>b$1>0.
Denote * j=tj l, **=t j* l. From
J (:(x , * ), x , * , v (x , * ))J (: (x , **), x , **, v (x , **))
and (2.28), we deduce
&B :
k
j=1
2K(x j)
1
t2j
&D :
i{ j
aij
K(x i)14 K(x j)14 t12i t
12
j
&B :
k
j=1
2K(x j)
1
t j*2
&D :
i{ j
aij
K(x i)14 K(x j)14 t i*12 tj*12
+O\ :
k
j=1 \ |DKx j)|
2+
1
*_j ++ ,
which implies tj will tend to one of the global minimum point of the func-
tion defined in (2.31). As a result, if #1>0 is small enough and #2>0 is
large enough, *j=tj l # (#1 l, #2 l ).
Combining Steps 14, we know that (x , * ) is an interior point of D$, k
and thus a critical point of J (: (x , * ), x , * , v(x , * )). K
Proof of Theorem 1.4 Let ’>0 be a small constant. As in
Theorem 1.3, we define K=( y)=K(zj)& 1’ | y&zj |
2, for y # B’{ (zj), j=1, ..., k
and suitably extend K=( y) into R3"kj=1 B’{ (zj). Then using Theorem 1.3
and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we see that the perturbed
problem has a solution concentrating on the k given points zj if ’>0 is
small enough. K
Before we close this section, we prove the following result, which shows
that k2 in our main results is necessary.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that K( y) is periodic in all variables. If
2K(x) &c$<0 for all global maximum points x, then for :>0 small,
sup [ |u|L : u satisfies (1.1), cI(u)c+:]<+,
where KM=maxRN K( y) and c= 1N
SN2
K
M
(N&2)2 is the mountain pass value corre-
sponding to (1.1).
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Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there is a sequence of
solution um of (1.1) such that |um |L  + and I (um)  c as m  +.
Denote |um | L=: + (N&2)2m and let x$m # R
N be a maximum point of um .
Since K( y) is periodic in all variables, through translation, we may assume
that x$m is bounded and thus we may assume that x$m  x0 as m  +. Set
wm( y)=
1
+ (N&2)2m
um\ y+m +x$m + .
Then wm satisfies
{ &2wm=K \
y
+m
+x$m+ w2*&1m , y # RN,
wm(0)=1.
Since &wm& and |wm |L(RN) are bounded, by the L p estimate, we know that
wm converges weakly in D1, 2(RN) and converges in C 1, _loc (R
N) to a positive
function w0 # D1, 2(RN) which satisfies
&2w0=K (x0) w2*&10 , y # R
N.
So
1
2 |RN |Dw0 |
2&
1
2* |RN K(x0) |w0 |
2*=
1
N
S N2
K (x0) (N&2)2
. (2.32)
On the other hand, from I(um)  c we deduce that
1
N |RN |Dwm |
2=
1
2 |RN |Dwm |
2&
1
2* |RN K \
y
+m
+x$m+ |wm | 2*
 c, as m  +. (2.33)
It is well known that limm  + &wm &2&w0&2 and the equality holds if
and only if wm converges strongly. On the other hand, we have
c=
1
N
SN2
K (N&2)2M
=
1
N |RN |Dwm |
2+o(1)

1
N |RN |Dw0 |
2+o(1)=
1
N
SN2
K(x0) (N&2)2
+o(1)c. (2.34)
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Therefore, every inequality in the above relation is really an equality. Thus
x0 is a global maximum point and wm converges strongly. Thus,
"um& 1K (N&2)4M Ux $m , +m " 0, as m  +.
As a result (see [1, 2, 20]), um can be written as
um=:m Uxm , *m+vm ,
where vm # Exm , *m , 1 and as m  +, &vm &  0, :m  1K
(N&2)4
M ,
xm  x0 , and *m  +.
Step 1. First we estimate &vm&.
We have
|
RN
Dum Dvm&|
RN
K ( y) u2*&1m vm=0.
Thus
&vm&2&(2*&1) |
RN
K( y)\ 1K (N&2)4M Uxm , *m+
2*&2
v2m
=O \|RN K( y) U 2*&1xm , *m vm+&vm&2+_+ . (2.35)
On the other hand, by (D.1) in [20], there is a \>0 such that
&vm&2&(2*&1) |
RN
K( y)\ 1K (N&2)4M Uxm , *m+
2*&2
v2m\ &&m&
2 (2.36)
From vm # Exm , *m , 1 , we deduce
|
RN
K( y) U 2*&1xm , *m vm
=|
RN
(K( y)&K(xm)) U 2*&1xm , *m vm
=O \|RN ( |DK(xm)| | y&xm |+ | y&xm |2) U 2*&1xm , *m |vm | +
=O \ |DK (xm)|*m +
1
*2m + &vm & (2.37)
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Combining (2.35)(2.36), we obtain
&vm&C \ |DK(xm)|*m +
1
*2m + .
Step 2. We have
|
RN
Dum D
Uxm , *m
*
&|
RN
K( y) u2*&1m
Uxm , *m
*
=0. (2.38)
By step 1, we see
|
RN
K( y) u2*&1m
Uxm , *m
*
=
1
K (N+2)4M |RN K ( y) U
2*&1
xm , *m
Uxm , *m
*
+o \ 1*3m +
= &
2B$ 2K(xm)
*3m
+o \ 1*3m + ,
where B$>0 is some constant.
Since vm # Exm , *m , 1 , we see that the first integral in the left hand side of
(2.38) is zero. As a result,
&
2B$2K (xm)
*3m
+o \ 1*3m+=0.
This is a contradiction since 2K(xm)  2K(x0){0.
Remark 2.3. Basically, Proposition 2.2 shows that (1.1) has no single-
peaked solution concentrating at a local maximum point zj of K( y) if
2K(zj) &c$<0. The same method can also be used to prove that if
N6, z1 , ..., zk are different local maximum points of K( y) satisfying
2K(zj) &c$<0, j=1, ..., k, then (1.1) has no solution u such that u has
k peaks xj , j=1, ..., k, and |xj&zj | is small, j=1, ..., k. In fact, suppose that
|x1&x2 |c$>0. Then we have the following estimate
|
RN
U 2*&1x1 , *1
Ux2 , *2
*
=O \ 1* (N&2)21 * ((N&2)2)+12 +=o \
1
*32 + ,
if N6. So the interaction of different approximated solutions is negligible
in the expansion of (2.38). This shows that to obtain the result in
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Theorem 1.1, some kind of flatness condition must be imposed on the local
maximum point of K( y).
APPENDIX A
Denote A=RN U
2*.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that (K2) holds. There exists a constant {>0, such
that
I (Hx, *, 2 )= :
2
j=1
I \ 1K(x j) (N&2)4 Uxj , *j+&
D=12
K(x1) (N&2)4 K(x2)(N&2)4
+O \ :
2
i=1 \ |xi&zi |
2;i+
1
*2;ii ++=1+{12 + , (A.1)
where D=(N(N&2))N2 RN
1
(1+| y| 2)(N+2)2
.
Proof. By (Estimate 1) in [1, p. 4], we have
&Hx , * , 2&2= :
2
j=1 "
1
K(xj) (N&2)4
Uxj , *j"
2
+
2
K(x1) (N&2)4 K(x2) (N&2)4 |RN U
2*&1
x1 , *1
Ux2 , *2
= :
2
j=1 "
1
K(xj) (N&2)4
Uxj , *j"
2
+
2D
K(x1) (N&2)4 K(x2) (N&2)4
=12+O (=1+{12 ). (A2)
Applying the following inequality,
| |a+b| p&a p&b p& pa p&1b& pab p&1|
{ Ca
p2 b p2,
Ca2b p&2+Ca p&2b2
if 2<p3,
if p>3,
(A.3)
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and using (Estimate F7) in [1, p. 20], we obtain
|
RN
K( y) H 2*x , * , 2
= :
2
j=1
|
RN
K( y)\ 1K(x j) (N&2)4 Uxj , *j+
2*
+2* |
RN
K( y) \ 1K(x1) (N&2)4 Ux1 , *1+
2*&1 1
K(x2)(N&2)4
Ux2 , *2
+2* |
RN
K( y )
1
K(x1)(N&2)4
Ux1 , *1 \ 1K(x2) (N&2)4 Ux2 , *2+
2*&1
+O (=1+{12 )
= :
2
j=1
|
RN
K( y) \ 1K(xj) (N&2)4 Uxj , *j+
2*
+2*
D=12
K(x1) (N&2)4 K(x2) (N&2)4
+2*
D=12
K(x1) (N&2)4 K(x2) (N&2)4
+O\ :
2
j=1 \ |x j&zj |
;j+
1
*;jj + =12+=1+{12 + . (A.4)
It is easy to see (A.1) follows from (A.2) and (A.4). K
Lemma A.2. Suppose that (K2) holds. We have
(Hx , *, 2 , Uxj , *j ) &|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x , * , 2 Uxj , *j
(A.5)
=O\ :
2
j=1 \
1
*;jj
+|xj&zj |;j++=12+ .
Proof. It is easy to check that
(Hx , * , 2 , Uxj , *j )=
A
K(x j) (N&2)4
+O (=12 ) . (A.6)
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On the other hand, we also have
|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x, *, 2 Uxj , *j
=
1
K(xj) (N+2)4 |RN K( y) U
2*
xj , *j
+O (=12 )
=
A
K(xj)(N&2)4
+O\ |RN \ |xj&zj |;j+
| y|;j
*;jj + U2*+=12+
=
A
K(xj)(N&2)4
+O\ :
2
j=1 \ |xj&zj |
;j+
1
*;jj ++=12+ . (A.7)
Hence A.5 follows from A.6 and A.7. K
Lemma A.3. Suppose that N=3. We have
I (Hx, *, k )=
1
3
:
k
j=1
1
K(xj)12
A& :
k
j=1
B 2K(xj)
*2j
& :
i{ j
D=ij
K(xi)14 K(xj)14
+O\ :
k
i=1
1
*2+_i
+ :
i{ j
=1+{ij + , (A.8)
where B= 12*N R3 |y|
2U2*.
Proof. The proof of Lemma A.3 is similar to that of Lemma A.1. The
only change we need to make is the following:
|
RN
K( y) U 2*x, *=K(x) A&
2K(x)
N*2 |R3 |y|
2 U 2*+O\ 1*2+_+ .
Lemma A.4. Suppose that N=3. We have
(Hx, *, k , Uxj , *j ) &|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x, *, k Uxj , *j=O\ :
k
j=1
1
*2j
+ :
i{ j
=ij + . (A.9)
Proof. The proof of Lemma A.9 is similar to that of Lemma A.2 and
thus we omit it.
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APPENDIX B
Lemma B.1. Suppose that (K2) holds. For every x # B$(zj) and v #
D1, 2(RN) with (Ux, * , v) =0, we have
|
RN
K( y) U 2*&1x, * v=O \ |x&zj |;j+ 1*;j+ &v&. (B.1)
Proof. This follows from the following relation
|
RN
K( y) U 2*&1x, * v=O \|RN \ |x&zj |;j+
| y|;j
*;j + U 2*&1x, * |v|+
=O \ |x&zj | ;j+ 1*;j+ &v& (B.2)
Lemma B.2. Suppose that (K2) holds. For any x # D$ and v # Ex, *, 2 , we
have
|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x, *, 2 v=O \ :
2
j=1 \ |x j&zj |
;j+
1
*;j++=12+{12 + &v&, (B.3)
where {>0 is a constant.
Proof. From
| |a+b| p&a p&b p|{ Ca
p2b p2,
Ca p&1b+ab p&1,
if 1<p2,
if p>2,
(B.4)
we see that if 1<2*&12, then
|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x, *, 2 v= :
2
j=1
|
RN
1
K(xj)(N+2)4
K( y) U 2*&1xj , *j v
+O \|RN K( y) U (2*&1)2x1 , *1 U (2*&1)2x2 , *2 |v|+
= :
2
j=1
|
RN
1
K(xj) (N+2)4
K( y) U 2*&1xj , *j v+O (=
12+{
12 ) &v&.
(B.5)
On the other hand, if 2*&1>2, then
|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x, *, 2 v= :
2
j=1
|
RN
1
K(xj) (N+2)4
K( y) U 2*&1xj , *j v+O (=12 ) &v&.
(B.6)
Clearly, (B.3) follows from (B.5), (B.6) and Lemma B.1. K
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Lemma B.3. For any x # D$ and v # Ex, *, k , we have
|
RN
K( y) H 2*&1x, *, k v=O \ :
k
j=1 \
|DK(xj)|
*j
+
1
*2j ++ :i{ j =
12+{
ij + &v&, (B.7)
where {>0 is a constant.
Proof. The proof of Lemma B.7 is similar to that of Lemma B.3 and
thus we omit it. K
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